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Iconoclast: A Neuroscientist Reveals How to Think DifferentlyHarvard Business School, 2008

	No organization can survive without iconoclasts -- innovators who single-handedly upturn conventional wisdom and manage to achieve what so many others deem impossible.

	

	Though indispensable, true iconoclasts are few and far between. In Iconoclast, neuroscientist Gregory Berns explains why. He explores the constraints...
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The Most Important Thing: Discovering Truth at the Heart of LifeSounds True, 2019

	
		From esteemed teacher Adyashanti, a collection of writings on the search for the ultimate reality beneath the narrative of our lives

		

		"Our inner lives are every bit as astonishing, baffling, and mysterious as the infinite vastness of the cosmos." ?Adyashanti

		

		We all define...
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Waking Energy: 7 Timeless Practices Designed to Reboot Your Body and Unleash Your PotentialHarperCollins, 2017

	Discover your most ageless, energized, joyful self with renowned mind-body-spirit innovator and fitness and wellness expert Jennifer Kries’s Waking Energy, a groundbreaking program that synthesizes the greatest wisdom traditions of the East, from Qigong to Meditation.


	Modern life can be stressful and...
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Pro BizTalk 2009Apress, 2009

	In the beginning, when BizTalk was still in its infancy, there were two teams within Microsoft: the Commerce Server Team and the COM+ team. The Commerce Server Team was implementing technology it called Commerce Server Messaging Pipelines, which was essentially software that allowed applications to move messages from one system to another...
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The Stoic Sage: The Early Stoics on Wisdom, Sagehood and Socrates (Cambridge Classical Studies)Cambridge University Press, 2014

	After Plato and Aristotle, the Stoics, from the 3rd century BCE onwards, developed the third great classical conception of wisdom. This book offers a reconstruction of this pivotal notion in Stoicism, starting out from the two extant Stoic definitions, 'knowledge of human and divine matters' and 'fitting expertise'. It focuses...
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Marketing Your Consulting Services : A Business of Consulting ResourcePfeiffer, 2003
"Elaine Biech keeps her promises. Just open Marketing Your Consulting Services to the preface, and you see that she promises practical. Then she immediately delivers— on the very same page! Flip to any page, and the same is true. That's a stunning achievement. And Elaine's advice works. I tried one of her first fourteen...
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97 Things Every Project Manager Should Know: Collective Wisdom from the ExpertsO'Reilly, 2009

If the projects you manage don't go as smoothly as you'd like, 97 Things Every Project Manager Should Know offers knowledge that's priceless, gained through years of trial and error. This illuminating book contains 97 short and extremely practical tips -- whether you're dealing with software or non-IT projects -- from some of...
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EDA for IC Implementation, Circuit Design, and ProcessTechnology (Electronic Design Automation for Integrated Circuits Handbook)CRC Press, 2006
Electronic Design Automation (EDA) is a spectacular success in the art of engineering.Over the last quarter of a century, improved tools have raised designers’ productivity by a factor of more than a thousand.

Without EDA,Moore’s law would remain a useless curiosity. Not a single billion-transistor chip could be designed or...
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How We Cooperate: A Theory of Kantian OptimizationYale University Press, 2019

	
		A new theory of how and why we cooperate, drawing from economics, political theory, and philosophy to challenge the conventional wisdom of game theory

		

		Game theory explains competitive behavior by working from the premise that people are self-interested. People don’t just compete, however; they also...
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Web Wisdom: How to Evaluate and Create Information Quality on the Web, Third EditionCRC Press, 2018

	
		The World Wide Web has undergone tremendous growth since the first edition of Web Wisdom: How to Evaluate and Create Information Quality on the Web was conceived and written in the mid to late 1990s. The phenomenal global expansion of the internet, together with the increasing sophistication of online technologies and software...
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Asterisk 1.4  the Professionals GuidePackt Publishing, 2009
Asterisk is the leading Open Source Telephony application and PBX software solution. It represents an effective, easy-to-administer, and accessible platform for running enterprise telephony requirements. The real world, however, offers numerous hurdles when running Asterisk in the commercial environment including call routing, resilience, or...
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Cross-Platform .Net Development: Using Mono, Portable.Net, and Microsoft .NetApress, 2004

	.NET is not just for Windows anymore! This unprecedented book examines the advantages of building portable, cross-platform.NET code. Even if you are only vaguely familiar with .NET, with the aid of this book, you’ll quickly learn how to run .NET code on different platforms.


	You may run code among the Linux, Unix, Mac OS X,...
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